VENTI GROUP ENTERS INTO AN AGREEMENT TO SUPPLY
BOINGO WIRELESS WITH ITS LINE OF CORE™ ANTENNAS
FOR DAS APPLICATIONS
MIAMI BEACH, Florida, Oct. 27, 2016 /PRLog/ -- Boingo Wireless, the
leading DAS and Wi-Fi provider that serves consumers, carriers and
advertisers worldwide has acknowledged the superior performance of
Venti Group’s CORE™ wireless antennas by awarding Venti Group a
supply agreement to provide its advanced line of DAS antennas.
Wireless is using antenna technology developed over 60 years ago that is
failing to keep pace with the demand for increased data, media, file
transfers and call activity. In response to this gap, Venti Group has
developed and patented groundbreaking wireless technology and
manufacturing techniques that increase wireless capability and capacity to
meet the growing demand for more throughput, improved connectivity and
increased reliability. CORE™ antennas are industry-leading in their
performance and are priced well below today’s market levels. This
combination of price and performance distances CORE™ from all
traditional antennas in the market today.
“The combination of Boingo’s global lead in enhancing wireless access and
Venti’s advanced performing CORE™ antennas supports Boingo’s market
leading position with carriers and OEMs, enabling global brands to engage
with high-value consumers in premier locations”, commented Henry
Adamany, Venti Group CEO.
Daniel Wojciechowski, Director of Integration and Operations at Boingo
commented that Venti offers, “truly great performing antennas (True V-H
MIMO) at reasonable prices”.
Venti’s technology continues to outpace the industry using the finest
materials and most advanced manufacturing processes resulting in the
most reliable, high performing antennas in the market today. Venti’s
CORE™ antennas are installed on major carrier networks in the largest
venues in the country.
About Venti Group
Venti Group is a Manufacturer and Licensor of Antennas, Coax RF
Suppression Sleeves and PIM Technologies. Venti Group owns their

independently developed Wireless Patent families - CORE™ Antennas,
SLEEV™ and PIMCONNECT™. CORE™ Antennas are based on
Patented Low-Cost Technology and are comprised of a line of Indoor and
Outdoor Antennas for Wi-Fi and LTE DAS Applications. CORE™ Antennas
are the only antennas designed to optimize network performance.
SLEEV™ addresses the unwanted EMI / RFI / PIM emissions that impact
antenna signals, radio equipment and chipsets that are the heart of
Wireless. PIMCONNECT™ is a series of manufacturing technologies that
allow Venti wireless products to have and maintain our superior market
leading PIM ratings throughout their useful life. Venti Group is committed to
bringing our technologies to the Wireless World to enhance all
communications with greater coverage and faster and more reliable data.
For more information about Venti Group and our complete antenna line,
visit www.ventigroup.com/antenna. Contact Venti Group at 949.264.3185
or email us at info@ventigroup.com

About Boingo Wireless
Boingo Wireless, Inc. (NASDAQ: WIFI) helps the world stay connected.
Our vast footprint of small cell networks cover more than a million DAS and
Wi-Fi locations and reaches more than 1 billion consumers annually – in
places as varied as airports, stadiums, universities, and military bases. For
more information about the Boingo story, visit www.boingo.com.
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